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Note:  Answer all questions from Part–A and answer any FIVE questions from Part–B. 

PART – A  (25 Marks)

1. Illustrate the difference between 3-levels of abstraction. (3)

2. Distinguish  between  primary  key, candidate  key  and super key with an example. (3)

3. Give the difference in meaning between  the  terms  relation  and  relation schema. (2)

4. List different join types. (2)   

5. Define schema, catalog and environment. (3)

6. What is meant by functional dependency? (2)  

7. Mention the usefulness of all ACID properties. (3)

8. "Concurrent executions are good and must be allowed", Justify. (2)

9. State Thomas' write rule. (3)

10.What is a Two-phase locking protocol? (2)

           

PART – B  (50 Marks)

11.a) List five responsibilities of a database management system. For each 
responsibility, explain   the problems that would arise if they were not 
discharged. (7)

     b)  Explain how mapping cardinalities can be used in imposing constraints. (3)

12.a)   Explain the three basic set operations with examples. (6)

     b)   Show that, in SQL < > all is identical to not in. (4)

13.Compute the closure of the following set F of functional dependencies for relation 
schema R = (A, B, C, D, E) A  BC;  CD   E; B  D; E  A; List the candidate keys 
of R. (10)

14.Write about different advanced recovery techniques in detail. (10)

15.Construct a B+- tree for the following set of key values. (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 19, 23, 29, 31).
Assume tree is empty initially and values are added in ascending order.  Number of 
pointers that will fit in one rode is four.  Perform the following operations.

      a)  Insert 9    b)  Insert 10        c)  Insert 8      d)  Delete 23     e)  delete 19 (10)

16.a) Demonstrate recursive queries. (5)

      b)  Explain why cascadelessness of schedules is desirable with an example. (5)

17.a) Write about E-R design issues. (5)

     b) Discuss view updation with examples. (5)
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